The Hesselbein Forum publishes a quarterly leadership Journal featuring world-class executives from the nonprofit, public and private sectors, bestselling management authors, top consultants, and respected social thinkers.

Published since 1996, each issue of the award-winning Leader to Leader Journal brings together a selection of articles that provide practical advice and insights on the challenges and opportunities facing organizations of all types.

Leader to Leader has a global audience—representing 160 countries—of personal subscribers and major institutions. Leader to Leader has received the Apex Award of Excellence for more than 10 years, and most recently was recognized with a 2020 Award of Excellence for Writing Excellence.

The most pressing insights of the day include writing on digital transformation, the technological environment, mission, crisis leadership, generational leadership, and psychological safety.

To address the COVID-19 pandemic, the Forum published a free, special virtual issue of Leader to Leader, “Leading Through Coronavirus,” including archival articles leaders might find relevant and practical as they navigate through this uncharted and challenging landscape. The virtual issue has been viewed nearly 8,000 times.

Frances Hesselbein serves as Leader to Leader’s editor-in-chief, and Bruce Rosenstein, author, professor and former USA Today librarian and researcher, is Leader to Leader’s managing editor.

The Spring 2021 issue of Leader to Leader will be a special publication, marking the journal’s 100th issue. Each article will provide insight on the future of leadership in the next 25 years.

From multicultural expert Juana Bordas, inclusive financial innovator John Hope Bryant and emotional intelligence thinker Daniel Goleman to fashion designer and philanthropist Diane Von Furstenberg and Howard University President Wayne A. I. Frederick, the issue is shaping up to be one of our most significant contributions to the field of leadership.